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00:42:03 Stella Billings: Can you share the geographic zones being procured in each area again? Thanks
00:42:27 Stella Billings: Thanks
00:44:21 Hayley Davis: Will or can you please share this powerpoint with attendees after this session?
00:44:24 Lorenzo Sistrunk: As this is a reissue why was there a change (NDA) from the original in 
2021 to now?
00:45:16 Robyn Schreiber: Partnerships must be located in the proposed NDA - Does this mean 
partners must be have their agency based in the NDA or partners must have a large service focus in the 
NDA?
00:45:18 DYCD Procurement: This is a reissue for the NDA that were not awarded during the initial 
release
00:45:37 Lisa Spagnola: Can we propose to use funding (under the immigrant services RFP) to support 
individuals in refugee status?
00:46:22 Helen Fu: On page 20 of the NDA HS Youth Ed Support, it states that “The contractor would 
become familiar with DYCD-funded services provided within the NDA and ensure that at least 3 of its 
partners have program sites within the NDA. The Discovery DYCD digital tool is available to help identify 
DYCD-contracted programs by neighborhood.” Does this mean we need at least 3 community partnership 
agreements that are within our proposed NDA that are also DYCD-Funded?
00:46:46 John Pham: For Immigrant Services: ESOL/Civics, the program director needs to be 30% 
dedicated to the program. Can this 30% be an in-kind expense, or must it be paid out of the grant budget?
00:47:01 Robyn Schreiber: Where can we find the RFP questions? We cannot find them in any of the 
attachments in the Immigrant Services or ESOL grants attachments on page one and page two does not 
load.
00:48:01 John Pham: Given a $1,208 price per participant and a $100,000 allocation, the number of 
participants that can be served is 82.78. Should this be rounded up to serving 83 participants?
00:50:57 Helen Fu: For Brooklyn NDA 10 HS Youth Ed Support, how many contracts do you anticipate 
awarding for this area?
00:54:10 TEiAM,CORP.: Where are the RFP questions for the HS Youth Ed Support? Or did we have to 
complete this webinar and then they will be available?
00:54:59 Robyn Schreiber: I have not been able to find the RFP questions for Immigrant Services 
grants either
00:55:19 Sarah Lorya: Can you please confirm the NDA areas for ESOL/Civic RFP? Also where is the 
information for the questions?
00:55:46 Hayley Davis: I believe application Qs only become available after you log in to PASSPort and 
start an application. They were not released with the RFP, though I think they should be
00:56:23 Nixon Mercidieu: is it possible to share a list of schools per NDA area for HS Youth Ed Support?
00:57:31 Helen Fu: Under Proposal Details, question 6 asks for the DUNS number. SAM.gov stopped using 
DUNS numbers and started using Unique Entity ID (UEI) numbers in its place. Should we provide the UEI 
number instead?
00:57:34 Chih Ling Cheng: how to look up the NDA area? Ex. in the beginning slides, Brooklyn 10, is it 
district 10?
00:57:37 Helen Fu: Where should we upload Attachment 12: Questionnaire  - Demonstrated Program 
Success Chart – High School Youth Educational Support Re-issue? There’s no indication of where to upload 
this attachment in the PASSPort system.
00:59:41 Wendy Edge: Will there be more than 1 contract awarded in the Bronx 4 for the Healthy 
Families RFP?
01:00:54 Ibrahima Badji: Where can we find previous winners?
01:01:31 Bret Ratner: The budget form states that indirect is capped at 10% for this RFP. However, 
according to the NYC Indirect Cost Rate Initiative, as of February 2019, the City of New York adopted the 
Health and Human Services (HHS) Cost Policies and Procedures Manual (Cost Manual) to standardize cost 
allocation practices for contracts and Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) calculations. According to the Manual, 
providers with an Accepted Indirect Cost Rate (ICR) may use their Accepted ICRs in RFP proposals. For Good 
Shepherd Services, our Accepted ICR rate is 171%. Consequently, can you please explain why we cannot 
use our ICR for this proposal?
01:03:25 Abigail Ring: Are program directors required to have an LMSW or an LCSW?
01:03:53 Abigail Ring: Can you have internal agency partners. For instance if your  agency provides 
employment services in another division can you partner with that program.
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01:04:21 Hayley Davis: Last time I emailed MOCS about that, the help email did not work. Any advice?
01:04:56 Lisa Wildman: Do the community partners need to be located within the proposed NDA, or just 
work within the NDA?
01:07:02 Abigail Ring: How many contracts will DYCD issue via the Bronx NDA 4 Healthy Families 
solicitation?
01:08:42 Lisa Wildman: May we use data from an earlier NDA contract in the Program Success 
attachment?
01:09:00 TEiAM,CORP.: What determines you to be pre- qualified? Is it that you just offer the services 
upon building your profile? Also, if there will be only 1 contract allocated and everyone here applies. That's 
pretty competitive, haha.
01:09:32 TEiAM,CORP.: .... In specifics to the HS Youth grant ^
01:11:39 Crystal Montalvo: Why isn't Staten Island's NDA considered for - ESOL/Civics? Is there an 
ESOL/Civics award planned in the future for the borough?
01:13:02 Bret Ratner: 17.1%
01:13:05 Bret Ratner: Sorry!
01:13:41 olga milman: Regarding the HS award - can you please clarify the award amount. $3030 per 
student with a caseload of 35? Is that accurate?
01:15:14 Nixon Mercidieu: since this is a re-issue, can we use previously submitted community agreements 
from the 2021 RFP or do we have to submit new ones?
01:15:25 Ibrahima Badji: Where would you send someone to receive help with this application if this is 
your first time??
01:16:57 Ken Small: Can we use the completed linkage agreements from the 2021 application or do we 
have to secure new ones?
01:18:57 Ken Small: Will a list of participants in this info session be made available?
01:19:23 Marianela Núñez: Can a HS located in the NDA apply as the lead organization to provide HS 
Educational Support in collaboration with a for-profit Human Services provider?
01:19:45 Helen Fu: Hi, to clarify regarding my question about where to upload Attachment 12 for the HS 
Youth Ed Support, there was no indication in PASSPort of where to upload. I did not see a paperclip upload 
field for attachment 12.
01:22:58 Lisa Wildman: Regarding community partners having an office in the NDA, we have several 
long term partners who have a central office elsewhere, but regularly see participants in our space. Would 
this be acceptable?
01:23:26 Ken Small: For Healthy Families, is the maximum number of Family Development Coaches two?
01:24:44 Vananh Le: What is the maximum of # of year we can get funding for the High School Youth 
Educational Support grant?
01:27:08 TEiAM,CORP.: Thank you for your time!
01:27:20 Ken Small: Thumbs up!
01:28:40 Robyn Schreiber: What is the timeline for the addendum? We will be working to prepare our 
proposal as applications are due soon!
01:28:56 Wendy Edge: Thank you!
01:28:56 Vananh Le: Thank you!
01:28:59 Helen Fu: Thank you!
01:29:01 Robyn Schreiber: Sounds great, this has been very helpful!!
01:29:19 Munira Basir: Many thanks!
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